In addition to Research Abstract physical poster presentations, we will also be offering digital posters, or electronic posters (ePosters), at the ACVIM Forum. Please note: a Physical Poster is still REQUIRED.

We request that ALL physical poster participants create an ePoster, in addition to their physical poster and help us make this a success.

ePosters provide viewers high-quality resolution of images and text. Like traditional posters, ePosters provide a concise snapshot of your work. But instead of a physical poster pinned to a board, ePosters are a presentation which is viewed on a computer. In addition, ePosters add additional viewing options and extend the life cycle of the poster. Posters will be uploaded to a secure website and available for viewing in designated areas throughout the Convention Center.

PRELIMINARY POSTER INFORMATION

- We are currently determining what content to display for an ePoster, an electronic facsimile replicating your exact physical poster or a series of slides allowing no limit on information and images for what can be pasted, or printed onto a poster.

UPLOAD

You will upload your ePoster to the Production Resource Group (PRG) site. Separate instructions will be provided when the upload site is available.

- **Deadline:** May 26, 2017
- **Presentations can be updated, after initial load, at the ACVIM Forum Speaker Ready Room.**

ACVIM will email User ID and Password Information for uploading your presentation to the Production Resource Group (PRG) site, as explained in the Presentation Guidelines available online at the ACVIM Forum Speaker Resource Center.

ONSITE

Speaker Ready Room check in **REQUIRED FOR ALL** ePoster Research Abstract presenters by the end of day on Wednesday, June 7.

- **Speaker Ready Room Hours:**
  - Tuesday, June 6: 2:00-6:00 pm
  - Wednesday, June 7: 7:00 am-7:00 pm

Questions?

Contact Ivy Leventhal (Ivy@ACVIM.org or (303) 231-9933, ext. 108).